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Description
If e.g. a content element gets moved to a different page, the workspace preview link opens the source page (which does not contain
the element anymore, because it was moved). Thus, it would be better to use the target page for previewing moved records.
Associated revisions
Revision d3de5d55 - 2014-06-17 15:00 - Oliver Hader
[BUGFIX] Preview of moved workspace elements on source page
If e.g. a content element gets moved to a different page, the
workspace preview link opens the source page (which does not
contain the element anymore, because it was moved).
Since the elements are shown on the correct page in the
workspace backend module, using the target page in the preview
link for the frontend is just obvious.
Resolves: #59143
Releases: 6.2
Change-Id: Ib84e65766e825cc26a66cbda9ffa8132c3a3ec18
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/30474
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader
Tested-by: Oliver Hader

History
#1 - 2014-05-28 14:30 - Oliver Hader
- Status changed from New to Accepted
#2 - 2014-05-28 14:30 - Oliver Hader
- Assignee set to Oliver Hader
#3 - 2014-05-28 15:45 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/30474
#4 - 2014-06-17 15:30 - Oliver Hader
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset d3de5d553ccb70e0aa93bd94b8b8ee65186101da.
#5 - 2018-10-02 11:55 - Benni Mack

2021-06-18
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- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

2021-06-18
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